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Comparative Monitoring of Knowledge for 
Climate 
• What factors influence the organization, dynamics and 

outcomes of large scale multi-actor, multi-measure 
research programmes (MAPs)? 
 

• Our aim is to inform policy makers and research 
managers on how to improve and optimize the execution 
of MAPs with the ultimate goal to improve societal 
impact in addition to scholarly quality 
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Goals of the workshop 

1. Exchanging shared problems and attempts to solve 
them 

2. Testing the general applicability of the  project’s results 
3. Formulating new research questions 
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Overarching results 

1. Every major effort to address a grand societal 
challenge should contain an element of knowledge co-
production 

2. Knowledge co-production is not (yet) self-evident. It 
needs to be actively organised. 

3. The organisation of knowledge co-production should 
be sound for it to live up to its promises, which 
involves: 
1. aligning incentives and protecting participants 
2. organising for impact 
3. training and skills 
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Involvement of stakeholders 

• Stakeholders can be sponsors, informants, recipients, shapers, 
reviewers, reflectors, or centrals 
 

• Programmes organise stakeholder involvement differently 
 

• Challenges: matching local needs; traditional and 
transdisciplinary science; providing access to poorly organised 
stakeholders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-academic stakeholders can be involved in a variety of roles. We have created a typology of roles based on three dimensions: (1) the direction of the flow of information between scientists and stakeholders, (2) the phase of the research process in which stakeholders are involved, and (3) the nature of their contribution to the process. The combination of these three dimensions produces seven different roles: stakeholders can be sponsors, informants, recipients, shapers, reviewers, reflectors, or centrals. Stakeholders play different roles at different organisational levels.Programmes use different ways to link stakeholder involvement to scientific knowledge production. In NOAA RISA, research is driven by the involvement of stakeholders at the level of individual projects. By expressing needs, they generate the production of societally relevant knowledge that is subsequently disseminated at a more aggregated level. In KLIMZUG, stakeholder activities and research activities take place in two pillars: networking projects and research projects. Stakeholders can adjust the research process by providing feedback on ongoing research projects. Knowledge for Climate starts with contributions by stakeholders at the highest, most general level. Their input trickles down to lower organisational levels where stakeholders provide additional contributions in the role of centrals.A comparison of the three programmes shows that though they have strong transdisciplinary characteristics, interactive projects with a central role for stakeholders exist alongside traditional (mode-1) science projects. Also, traditional stakeholder roles – such as informant and recipient – were among the most frequently occurring roles.Finally, the clear assignment of roles to stakeholders does not mean that stakeholder involvement was easy to organise. Each of the three programmes had difficulties in trying to ensure that project research matched local and regional needs, in bringing together the insights of traditional and transdisciplinary scientific projects, and in providing access to poorly organised stakeholder groups.
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Early user involvement 

• Close association between the involvement of stakeholders in 
the proposal phase and in the funded programme itself: 
− User involvement in the proposal phase raises the likelihood of actual 

involvement during the programme 
− User involvement in the proposal phase raises the likelihood of 

financial contributions to the programme 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An analysis of 37 public-private research programmes – including Climate changes Spatial Planning and Knowledge for Climate – shows a close association between the involvement of stakeholders in the proposal phase and in the funded programme itself. User involvement in the proposal phase raises the likelihood of actual involvement during the programme as well as their financial contributions to the programme. There is, however, a need for stricter rules to ensure that knowledge users do contribute financially.
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Programmes as research coordination 

• Multi-actor research programmes can be seen as an 
instrument for research coordination 
 

• Consortia’s network composition at the outset influenced their 
coordination approach 
− Network administrative organisation 
− Lead organisation governed network 
− Repercussions for openness, clique forming, etc. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multi-actor research programmes can be seen as an instrument for research coordination. For this we compared two large-scale research consortia. Climate changes Spatial Planning was a network administrative organisation (NAO), which means that a separate entity (a foundation) was set up to govern the network and its activities. Next Generation Infrastructures is a lead organisation governed network (LGN), which means that governance is brokered and all major network-level activities and key decisions are coordinated by a single participating member (the lead organisation).A comparison between the two programmes shows that the consortia’s network composition at the outset influenced their coordination approach. In Climate changes Spatial Planning the cooperation between different and equal partners triggered the establishment of a NAO with formal agreements and an explicit allocation of tasks. In Next Generation Infrastructures one organisation has a dominant position. This organisation is able to use its funding to steer research activities and because the core group of people are from the same faculty the programme has an informal character with a high level of trust among participants and soft control mechanisms.The main lessons for policy makers are that they should safeguard the openness of programmes and avoid clique formation and that they should give preference to consortia that have organised supportive arrangements to include the full network’s needs.
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Local transdisciplinary projects 

Heusinkveld et al. (2011) 

Urban heat island? 
 
 
 
 

Health impact? 
 
 
 
 

Innovative measures? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban heat:The first project that is investigated concerns a definition study about urban heat island, i.e. the phenomenon that city areas are on average warmer than surrounding areas, and the possible repercussions for health and well-being, the so-called heat stress. The large number of deaths as a result of a heat wave in 2003 formed the occasion for the health effects of heat to be put under the microscope.In Rotterdam, the Netherlands!
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Out of their comfort zone… 

• Scientific knowledge production with strong societal interest, 
contextualised local knowledge base 
 

• Team of (knowledge) producers and users: diverse 
backgrounds  
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Challenge 1 

• Balance the convergence and divergence of epistemic 
contributions 
 

• Management during project is less important than careful 
balancing of divergence and convergence during the design 
stage of projects 
− project structure, level of partner diversity, project size 
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Challenge 2 

• Important but vulnerable: ‘home organizations’ of team 
members value knowledge products differently 
 

• Protection: large-scale research programme creates safe haven 
− Alignment of incentive systems is important (shielding) 
− Organisation of work (nurturing) 
− Creating narrative and championing  
     (empowerment) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hotspot projects are a key element in the Knowledge for Climate programme. Hotspot projects account for about half of the programme’s projects and involve close and equal collaboration among scientists and stakeholders.We have studied in detail what happens in a number of hotspot projects.In a study of projects in the Port of Rotterdam hotspot, we have examined how hotspot projects offer protection for knowledge co-production. Knowledge co-production may need protection because working with stakeholders on problems of local importance is underrewarded in science and because stakeholders (from government, firms, NGOs) have little interest in science projects. Protection lowers the risk of participating and performs three vital functions: shielding, nurturing, and empowering.It shields participants, by reserving funding and providing project management, creating room for additional questions and for the procurement of expensive measurement tools, while compensating for the high overhead and meeting costs involved with transdisciplinary projects.It nurtures existing networks and vested interests. Some actors could not be ignored and all parties saw participation as a way to exhibit their skills. This ensured a quick start and endorsed the legitimacy of the project. At the same time, networks were extended and mutual learning inside these networks enhanced protection.It empowers the project as participants keep articulating the significance of the project’s topic and the need for protection. It provides the opportunity to strategically change the direction of the research agenda and related expectations about the project’s legacy. Knowledge users can act as the societal champions needed to get transdisciplinary projects started and to organise protection.The hotspot projects are positioned between classic consultancy projects and collaborative communities of scientists and stakeholders. We found typical user-producer relations, mutual competition, and a strict subdivision of tasks and deliverables. On the other hand, we also found a degree of sharing of data, research methods, models, etcetera, indicating more heterogonous and transdisciplinary community formation.
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Thank you for your attention! 

Wouter Boon (w.p.c.boon@uu.nl) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions:Difference between users and producers and what is exactly produced?Nelly:Role of technology?Empowerment? What is meant by that? How does it relate to empowering the users as individuals? How does it make them stronger?Emphasis on different types of knowledge: tacit but also experiential knowledge! Emphasis what user add in terms of knowledge.Other issues during conference:local science--lay knowledge; connect with global issues (eg sustainability)politics of anticipation: global visions are enacted on a local levelChallenges of grassroots movements: spread/replicate; fit in local situation; structure beyond agencyUlrike Felt: science is increasingly contextualised; story-telling is a local activity that should also account for aggregationAdrian Smith: context to content: conditions and commitmentsContent to context: performative representationsShielding: moderating selection pressuresNurturing: improving innovationsEmpowering: increase influence over contextsBitsch and Konrad: spaces with specific assessment criteriaScience niche: seek to monopolize; winner takes it all; but you need an audience; and do you then need protection?Pratice need: be a local first and then relate to global audience and community; present local interpretations to global community; convergence scientific and pratical need for protection?
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Research questions 

• Questions: 
1. Protection: what is the role of users in creating and maintaining niche 

boundaries? 
2. Aggregation: how do niche products relate to other user locales, 

practices and situations? 
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Evaluation of  transdisciplinary 
research 

TDR 

Scientific 
Impacts 

Societal debate 
Focus on wide  
range of societal  
actors 
 

Investments 
Involvement of  
societal actors in  
research 

Local 
contributions 
poorly 
represented 
In WoS 

Authorships 
poorly 
reflect input 
societal 
actors   

Too early to introduce altmetrics 

Societal 
impacts 
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• Grants and innovation 
consultancy 

• Offices in Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, 
UK 

• Consultant Energy & 
Environment 
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Survey on research context and skills 
ORGANIZATION OF CLIMATE PROGRAMMES 

• Comparative study (MAPs vs traditional) 
• PhDs from NL and UK 
• 167 filled-out questionnaires (41% resp.) 
• Items on: 

– Research context / project characteristics 
– Skill development 
– Personality type / individual characteristics  
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PhDs that participate in MAPs: 

• Work more often in multidisciplinary research projects (NL, UK) 
• Have a larger involvement of stakeholders in their project (NL, UK) 
• Are more involved in society-oriented activities, like giving policy workshops 

(NL, UK) 
• Produce more society-oriented output, like newspaper articles (NL) 

 
 
• Report higher translation & dissemination skills, like developing work 

relations with people for business/government  (NL, UK) 
• Report higher transferable skills, like project management (NL, UK) 

 
 

• No differences between MAP and other PhDs on academic research and 
communication skills  
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MAPs can play a larger role: 

 
• Observed differences between MAPs and traditional trajectories small 
• Variances within MAPs large:  

– Large proportions of MAP PhDs have “traditional trajectory” 
 
 
 

How? 
 

• More focus on characteristics of PhD projects in MAPs 
• More focus on supervision of PhDs 
• More focus on individual characteristics in hiring procedures  

ORGANIZATION OF CLIMATE PROGRAMMES 
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ORGANIZATION OF CLIMATE PROGRAMMES 

Tjerk Wardenaar MA MSc 
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Methodology 

• Operationalization of (sub)concepts 
• 17 projects 
• In-depth interviews 
• Document analysis 
• Analysis in progress: in-depth results of 1 case presented here 
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1. Set-up of niche boundaries? 

• Key processes in niche protection (Smith & Raven, 2012) 
 

niche 

nurturing 

shielding 

empowering 

network building 
expectations 

learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shielding concerns herding the niche from pressures presented by the selection environment. It concerns measures to provide room for experimentation.Nurturing refers to inward-oriented processes that support development of the technology inside the niche. Three processes are seen as significant: stimulating learning processes, articulating of expectations, and building networks (Kemp et al., 1998). Such boundary work brings along a different process to the maintenance of niches, not only focused on shielding and nurturing, but also on providing enough (cognitive) resources to uphold these boundaries, and gaining credibility and legitimization. Boundary work then becomes outward-oriented and political as well, involving activities like empowerment and narrative building (Boon et al., under review; Smith and Raven, 2012). Increase influence over contexts.
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1. Set-up of niche boundaries? 

Pre-project Agenda-setting Project Follow-up project 

3 university groups, 
3 research institutes, 
2 consultancy companies, 
2 municipalities 
2 other govern. organizations 

6 university groups, 
4 research institutes, 
2 consultancy companies, 
6 municipalities 
3 other govern. organizations 

2 university groups, 
1 consultancy company 

shielding 

nurturing: network building, learning, expectations 

empowerment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were two preparatory definition studies that led directly to this project. Only the scientists were involved in these studies. 	Academic push and policy pull decided on preliminary interest in urban heat. Academic push in the sense that academic researchers saw opportunities to delve into new scientific areas with the potential to monopolize the issue. Knowledge users, such as the municipality of Rotterdam, were also keen to know the answer to the questions: is it a problem? What are the health effects? And which measures should we take?For the program as a whole it provided an opportunity to diversify their project portfolio, by not only focusing on water-related climate adaptation issues. This led to shielding: program and knowledge users made large contributions, with other project partners matching these contributions in-kind. 50% endorsement and safe haven, but 50% own interestsNurturing: because the topic was new in the Dutch context, network building, formation of expectations and learning was still in its infancy. Connections between meteorologists, water and health experts was new; just as the connection with policymakers. Later single participants introduced their ‘hobby horse’ methodologies. Learning did take place in data, methodology, use of terms and issues. Expectations were generally large at the start, also for commercial opportunities. At the end, some were disappointed and at loss about how to apply the new knowledge (there was no connection between urban heat and health concerns).Empowerment: at the end there was no univocal vision on urban heat island and heat stress, and the lack of correlation between heat and well-being made it difficult for policymakers to sustain support. Knowledge producers, though, were enthusiastic and saw opportunities for further research. There is also contestation vis-a-vis critical or anti-user groups that produce anti-narratives. Leefbaar Rotterdam!	
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2. Aggregation of niche results  

 
 

niche 

nurturing 

shielding 

empowering 

network building 
expectations 

learning 

home organisations 

Community of Practice 
 
scientific community 
 
etc.  

‘Local level’ ‘Global level’ 

aggregation 

framing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community of practice: This socio-cognitive repertoire includes the reservoir from which community members draw their knowledge and the theories, methodologies, instruments and codes of conduct that have become common in the community. Such a socio-cognitive repertoire functions as a guide and fuels the evaluation criteria and routines in a community which hardly seems to make sense to scientists outside the community. Local knowledge is tailor-made, entrenched in local activities, and congruent to the specific setting it is produced in/for. Global knowledge is more abstract and generic and serves as a remotely coordinating set of shared rules, problem agendas, search heuristics, expectations, visions, abstract theories, technical models and emerging networks. Although the original conceptualization discards the terms global and local as pertaining to geographical entities (Schot and Geels, 2008), a recent article by Coenen et al. (2012) reinstates the importance for such a geographical dimension. When a knowledge co-production team project has a local focus, then the transferability of knowledge to other local contexts become an issue. Information can be seen as “sticky” and requires additional costs to transfer the information and make it useful for the information seeker (Von Hippel, 1994). 
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2. Aggregation of niche results  

• Struggle to align with rules of ‘home organizations’; 
representation 

• Link to ‘global’ community but leave room for local 
interpretations as articulated by users  

• Geographical dispersion: choice for skills; knowledge is tacit 
and ‘unsticky’  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transfer: for knowledge producers more easy because they could translate their work (data, data collection methods, etc) easy into the form that the organisation is accustomed to. Knowledge users had more difficulties.However, there was also ample room for individual and local interpretation. Regarding the methodology and data collection, the researchers permitted themselves more freedom to deviate from international codes of practice and introduced innovative ways of investigating urban heat island. 
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Conclusions 

• Users co-produce niche boundaries through shielding, 
nurturing and empowering 

• Empowerment: users co-produce narrative (vis-à-vis anti-
narratives) 

• Protection and aggregation: incentives; transfer; 
representation 

niche 
home organisations 

Community of Practice 
 
scientific community 
 
etc.  ‘Local’ ‘Global ‘ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Niche boundary is developed and maintained by both internal and outward-oriented activities; users co-produce these activitiesEmpowerment as an outward-oriented process have users articulate the significance of the narrative and counter anti-voicesProtection vis-à-vis aggregation: difficulty of transfer and aligning incentives. Latter is not always problematic: in this case there was link to ‘global’ community but leave room for local interpretations as articulated by users. Representation: position in ‘home orgs.’Therefore, there is a need for conceptualizing niche boundaries as not only defined by technological artefacts or knowledge products, but also by socio-political processes in which users can play a role by producing narratives that fit with the niche’s objectives.
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Discussion 

• Currently, 15 projects studied in Knowledge for Climate 
 

• Further research: comparison to other projects in which 
protection is differently organized: 
− other programmes?  
− monodisciplinary projects? 
− other sectors? 
− other kinds of users? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge for Climate programme. This is a large-scale programme that concentrates on researching adaptation to climate change, which is a grand societal challenge. climate change means a large amount of adaptation measures on regional and local levels, the major part of the programme is delegated to nine so-called ‘hotspots’ This research also has some drawbacks, some of which will be ameliorated during the planned expansion of the investigation. First, the selected cases were all examples of projects that intentionally selected a transdisciplinary and team-based set-up. In view of the research question it would be advisable to also include monodisciplinary projects. Moreover, the Rotterdam hotspot is a large, well-organised initiative that is embedded in other (international) networks and sustainability-driven principals, such as municipalities and politicians. Projects in other kinds of hotspot, i.e. those that are smaller or ill-connected to policymaking or politics, should be focussed on as well. We might get a flavour of the importance of the support (‘safe harbour’) provided by principals, which could include governmental agencies, knowledge institutes and for 50% also the Knowledge for Climate programme. Second, some indicators are better measured by using other methods. For example, and as indicated in Table 2, the history of collaboration can also be captured using bibliometric analyses. In this way we can also reveal the profiles of the respondents. These profiles include their scientific output, obtained through Web of Science; newspaper articles, through LexusNexus (a Dutch newspaper repository); and their CVs. It could interesting to look whether co-authors really belong to the same scientific field and whether these fields are equally present in the reference list. If that is not the case, maybe these authors did not really collaborated but simply exchanged authorships. These two suggestions will be followed during the continuation of this research. 
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Evaluation of  transdisciplinary research 

• Classical output indicators fall short 
• Scientific output does not adequately represent the 

nature and design of transdisciplinary research 
programmes or the process of knowledge co-production 

• The societal impact of a transdisciplinary programme is 
multidimensional. There are different types of impact, 
achieved through a range of channels. 

• Achieving specific impacts requires a custom 
organisation: every type of impact is associated with 
different variables. 
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Training of early career scientists 

• Collaborative PhD training trajectories impart a broader 
set of skills. 

• An optimal effect of collaborative training trajectories on 
skill development depends on three conditions. 

• PhD students should be exposed to and participate in actual 
multi- and transdisciplinary processes. 

• The development of a broader set of skills depends on 
involvement in both academic and society-oriented activities 
and processes. A challenge-driven approach should be an 
addition to rather than a substitute for an academic outlook. 

• Most of the variance in skill development is explained by initial 
skill levels, mindset, and attitude.. 
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